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Abstract. In this paper, we have given a criteria for the existence of common fixed point for pair
of mappings in 2-metric spaces and establish common fixed point theorems for certain class of
contractive type mappings. The results presented here, generalize some well known fixed point
theorems given in the literature.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the 1960’s, Gahler introduced the notion of 2-metric space [9–11], whose ab-
stract properties were suggested by the area of function in Euclidean space. Iseki [16]
set out the tradition of proving fixed point theorems in 2-metric spaces employing
various contractive conditions. Akram et al. [3, 4] have introduced a large class of
mappings called A-contractions, which is a proper superclass of Kannan’s [18], Bi-
anchini [6] and Reich [19] type contractions. Ahmad [1], Debashis Dey and Mantu
Saha [7,20], Fathollahi [8] and Vishal Gupta [12] proved very useful common fixed
point results in complete 2-metric spaces. Akram et al. [2, 5] gave results for self
maps satisfying A-contractions in the setting of G-metric spaces. Some other res-
ults [13–15] in different type of metric spaces are also proved as a generalization of
Banach contraction principal.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Definition 1 ([9]). Let X be a non-empty set. A real valued function d on X 
X X is said to be a 2-metric on X if,
(i) for given distinct elements x;y of X , there exist an element ´ of X such that
d.x;y;´/¤ 0;
(ii) d.x;y;´/D 0, when at least two of x;y;´ are equal;
(iii) d.x;y;´/D d.x;´;y/D d.y;´;x/ for all x;y;´ in X ;
(iv) d.x;y;´/6 d.x;y;w/Cd.x;w;´/Cd.w;y;´/ for all x;y;´;w in X .
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When d is a 2-metric on X , then the ordered pair .X;d/ is called a 2-metric space.
Definition 2 ([16]). A sequence fxng in 2-metric space X is said to be a Cauchy
sequence, if for each a 2X ,
lim
n;m!1d.xn;xm;a/D 0:
Definition 3 ([16]). A sequence fxng in 2-metric space X is said to be convergent
to an element x 2X , if for each a 2X ,
lim
n!1d.xn;x;a/D 0:
Definition 4 ([17]). Two mappings A, S are said to be weakly compatible in X
if they commute at their coincidence points i.e if for some x 2 X , Ax D Sx, then
ASx D SAx.
Akram et al. [3] defined A-contractions as follows:
Definition 5 ([3]). Let a non-empty set A consisting of all functions ˛ WR3C!RC
satisfying:
(i) ˛ is continuous on the set R3C of all triplets of non-negative reals (with respect
to the Euclidean metric on R3);
(ii) a 6 kb for some k 2 Œ0;1/, whenever a 6 ˛.a;b;b/, a 6 ˛.b;a;b/ or a 6
˛.b;b;a/ for all a;b.
Definition 6 ([20]). A self map T on a 2-metric spaceX is said to beA-contraction
if for each u 2X ,
d.T x;Ty;u/6 ˛ Œd.x;y;u/;d.x;T x;u/;d.y;Ty;u/
holds for any x;y 2X and some ˛ 2 A.
In the present paper, we are proving some fixed point theorems for A-contraction
mapping in a 2-metric spaces.
3. MAIN RESULT
Theorem 1. The self map T on a 2-metric space X satisfying
d.T x;Ty;u/6 ˇmaxfd.T x;x;u/Cd.Ty;y;u/;d.Ty;y;u/C
d.x;y;u/;d.T x;x;u/Cd.x;y;u/g
for all x;y;u in X and some ˇ 2 Œ0; 1
2
/, is an A-contraction.
Proof. Define the map ˛ W R3C! RC as,
˛.u;v;w/6 ˇmaxfuCv;vCw;uCwg (3.1)
for all u;v;w in RC, where ˇ is any fixed number in Œ0; 12/. Then ˛ 2 A, because
(1) ˛ is continuous;
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(2) for u6 ˛.u;v;v/D ˇmaxfuCv;vCu;vCvg:
We consider the following cases:
Case I: Let maxfuC v;vC u;vC vg D uC v. In this case by the virtue of
equation (3.1)
u6 ˇ.uCv/;
that is, u6 kv with k D ˇ
1 ˇ 2 Œ0;1/:
Case II: Let maxfuCv;vCu;vCvg D vCv. In this case u 6 kv, with k D
2ˇ 2 Œ0;1/.
Similarly, when we have either u6 ˛.v;u;v/ or u6 .v;v;u/, then u6 kv for some
k 2 Œ0;1/. Hence,
d.T x;Ty;u/6 ˇmaxfd.T x;x;u/Cd.Ty;y;u/;d.Ty;y;u/
Cd.x;y;u/;d.T x;x;u/Cd.x;y;u/g
D ˛ fd.x;y;u/;d.T x;x;u/;d.Ty;y;u/g :
Thus T is an A-contraction. 
Theorem 2. Let ˛ 2 A and fTng1nD1 be a sequence of self maps on complete 2-






for all x;y;u 2X . Then fTng1nD1 has a unique common fixed point in X .












We get from (3.3) and (3.4),
d.x2;x3;u/6 k2d.x0;x1;u/:
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Proceeding in this way, we get
d.xn;xnC1;u/6 knd.x0;x1;u/: (3.5)











6 kd.xn;xnC1;xn/ for some k 2 Œ0;1/:
Since ˛ 2 A, so it follows that
d.xn;xnC2;xnC1/D 0: (3.7)













Similarly, we can show that,
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Hence fxng is a Cauchy sequence inX and so by completeness ofX , fxng converges




D ˛ Œd.xn;´;u/;d.xn;xnC1;u/;d.´;Tn´;u/ :




This gives Tn´D ´.










This gives ´D w. 
Theorem 3. Let X be a 2-metric space with 2-metrics d , and ı satisfying the
following conditions,
(i) d.x;y;´/6 ı.x;y;´/;
(ii) X is complete 2-metric space with respect to d ;
(iii) S;T are self maps on X such that T is continuous with respect to d and
ı.T x;Sy;u/6 ˛ Œı.x;y;u/;ı.x;T x;u/;ı.y;ıy;u/
for all x;y;u 2X and for some ˛ 2 A.
Then S and T have a unique common fixed point.
Proof. For an arbitrary point x0 2X , define a sequence fxng X as follows:
T x2n D x2nC1; Sx2nC1 D x2nC2:
For every non-negative integer n, and for all u 2X ,
ı.x2n;x2nC1;u/D ı.Sx2n 1;T x2n;u/D ı.T x2n;Sx2n 1;u/;
then by the above inequality (iii)
6 ˛ Œı.x2n;x2n 1;u/;ı.x2n;T x2n;u/;ı.x2n 1;Sx2n 1;u/









ı.x2n 1;x2n;u/6 kı.x2n 2;x2n 1;u/ for some k 2 Œ0;1/: (3.9)
From (3.8) and (3.9), we conclude
ı.x2n;x2nC1;u/6 kı.x2n 1;x2n;u/6 k2ı.x2n 2;x2n 1;u/:
Continuing in this way, we get
ı.x2n;x2nC1;u/6 k2nı.x0;x1;u/:
In general,
ı.xm;xmC1;u/6 kmı.x0;x1;u/ for all u 2X: (3.10)
Now, we claim that ı.x0;x1;xn/D 0 for all n 2N. Clearly it is true for nD 0 and
nD 1. Based on mathematical induction, let it be true for 16 n6 l  1, then
ı.x0;x1;xl/6 ı.x0;x1;xl 1/C ı.x0;xl 1;xl/C ı.xl 1;x1;xl/
D 0C ı.xl 1;xl ;x0/C ı.xl 1;xl ;x1/
6 kl 1 Œı.x0;x1;x0/C ı.x0;x1;x1/
D 0:
Thus we have
ı.x0;x1;xn/D 0 for all n 2N: (3.11)
Hence (3.10) and (3.11) shows ı.xm;xmC1;xn/ D 0 for all n;m 2 N. Now, for
n > m, we have
ı.xm;xn;u/6 ı.xm;xmC1;u/C ı.xm;xmC1;xn/C ı.xmC1;xn;u/
D ı.xm;xmC1;u/C ı.xmC1;xn;u/
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for all n;m 2N with k 2 Œ0;1/.
So fxng is a Cauchy sequence in X with respect to d and hence by condition (ii),
d.xn;x
0;u/! 0 for some x0 2X and for each u 2X .






for all u 2X . So T x0 D x0.












Hence, x0 D Sx0.
Thus x0 is a common fixed point of S and T . For the uniqueness, let y be another
common fixed point of S and T in X .







Thus, x0 D y. 
4. APPLICATIONS
Here, we give some applications related to our results. For this we use a Lebesgue
integrable function as a summable for each compact RC:
Let us define  W Œ0;1/! Œ0;1/ as  .t/ D R t0 ' .t/ ; 8t > 0 be a non-decreasing
and continuous function. Moreover, for each  > 0, ' ./ > 0 and ' .t/D 0 iff t D 0.
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Theorem 4. Let fTng1nD1 be a sequence of self maps on the complete 2-metric














for some x;y 2 X with some ˛ 2 A, where ' W Œ0;1/ ! Œ0;1/ is a Lebesgue-
integrable mapping which is summable(i.e with finite integral) on each compact sub-
set of Œ0;1/, non-negative and such that for each  > 0;Z 
0
' .t/dt > 0: (4.2)
Then fTng1nD1 has a unique fixed point in X .







































































' .t/ ; (4.4)












' .t/ : (4.5)
Taking limit as n!1, we get limn
R d.xn;xnC1;u/
0 ' .t/dt D 0, as k 2 Œ0;1/,
which from (4.2) implies that limnd .xn;xnC1;u/D 0.
We now show that fxng is a Cauchy sequence.
Consider,
d .xn;xnC2;u/ d .xn;xnC2;xnC1/Cd .xn;xnC1;u/Cd .xnC1;xnC2;u/.
Therefore,
d .xn;xnC2;u/ d .xn;xnC2;xnC1/C
1X
rD0




































' .t/dt for k 2 Œ0;1/ and ˛ 2 A:
It follows that
R d.xn;xnC2;xnC1/
0 ' .t/dt D 0,
and by (4.2), d .xn;xnC2;xnC1/D 0.
Again, by using the property (iv) of Definition 1,
d .xn;xnC3;u/DP1rD0d .xnC3;xnCr ;xnCrC1/CP2rD0d .xnCr ;xnCrC1;u/.
As above, we can show that d .xnC3;xn;xnC1/D 0 and d .xnC3;xnC1;xnC2/D 0,
hence
d .xn;xnC3;u/DP2nD0d .xnCr ;xnCrC1;u/.




Pp 1rD0 d .xnCr ;xnCrC1;u/ kn1 kd .x0;x1;u/! 0
as n!1, since k 2 Œ0;1/.
Hence fxng is a Cauchy sequence in X and so by completeness of X , fxng con-
verges to a point ´ 2X .
Now,
R d.xnC1;Tn´;u/




















Taking limit as n!1, we haveR d.´;Tn´;u/
0 ' .t/dt









 k R d.´;´;u/0 ' .t/
for some k 2 Œ0;1/ as ˛ 2 A) R d.´;Tn´;u/0 ' .t/dt D 0,
and by (4.2), d .´;Tn´;u/D 0 and thus Tn´D ´ 8n.
To prove uniqueness of ´, let w be another fixed point of Tn, ThenR d.´;w;u/
























for some k 2 Œ0;1/ as ˛ 2 A. This gives ´D w. 
Theorem 5. Let X be a set with 2-metrics d and ı satisfying the following condi-
tions:
(i) d .x;y;´/ ı .x;y;´/;
(ii) X is complete 2-metric space with respect to d ;















for all x;y;u 2 X and for some ˛ 2 A, where ' W Œ0;1/! Œ0;1/ is a Lebesgue
integrable mapping which is summable (i.e finite integral) on each compact subset of
Œ0;1/, non-negative and such that for each  > 0, R 0 ' .t/dt > 0.
Then S and T have a unique common fixed point.
Proof. For an arbitrary point x0 2X , define a sequence fxng X as follows:-
T x2nD x2nC1, Sx2nC1D x2nC2 for every non-negative integer n and for all u 2X .
Now
R ı.x2n;x2nC1;u/
0 ' .t/dt D
R ı.Sx2n 1;T x2n;u/
0 ' .t/dt
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for some k 2 Œ0;1/ as ˛ 2 A.
Consider,
R ı.x2n 1;x2n;u/



















By definition of function ˛,Z ı.x2n 1;x2n;u/
0




for some k 2 Œ0;1/.
From (4.8) and (4.9), we conclude thatR ı.x2n;x2nC1;u/
0 ' .t/dt  k
R ı.x2n 1;x2n;u/
0 ' .t/dt  k2
R ı.x2n 2;x2n 1;u/
0 ' .t/dt .
Proceeding in the same way, we getR ı.x2n;x2nC1;u/
0 ' .t/dt  k2n
R ı.x0;x1;u/
0 ' .t/dt .
In general,Z ı.xm;xmC1;u/
0
' .t/dt  km
Z ı.x0;x1;u/
0
' .t/dt; 8u 2X: (4.10)
Now we claim that ı .x0;x1;xn/D 0 for all n 2 N . Clearly it is true for nD 0 and
nD 1, let it be true for 1 n l  1, then
ı .x0;x1;xl/ ı .x0;x1;xl 1/C ı .x0;xl 1;xl/C ı .xl 1;x1;xl/
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D 0C ı .xl 1;xl ;x0/C ı .xl 1;xl ;x1/
 kl 1 Œı .x0;x1;x0/C ı .x0;x1;x1/.
Thus we have,
ı .x0;x1;xn/D 0 for al l n 2N: (4.11)




 R ı.xm;xmC1;u/0 ' .t/dtC R ı.xm;xmC1;xn/0 ' .t/dtC R ı.xmC1;xn;u/0 ' .t/dt
D R ı.xm;xmC1;u/0 ' .t/dtC R ı.xmC1;xn;u/0 ' .t/dt
 R ı.xm;xmC1;u/0 ' .t/dtC R ı.xmC1;xmC2;u/0 ' .t/dtC :::C R ı.xn 1;xn;u/0 ' .t/dt




0 ' .t/dt for some k 2 Œ0;1/.
Taking n;m!1, we have R ı.xn;xm;u/0 ' .t/dt D 0, and then ı .xn;xm;u/ D 0 as
n;m!1.
Thus by condition (i), d .xn;xm;u/ ı .xn;xm;u/! 0 as n;m!1.








0 2 X as n!1 and for each u 2 X . Since T is given to be continuous






















u 2X , so that T x0 D x0 .
From condition (iii), for each u 2X we have,
R ıx0 ;Sx0 ;u
0 ' .t/dt D
R ıTx0 ;Sx0 ;u
0 ' .t/dt
 ˛
"R ıx0 ;x0 ;u
0 ' .t/dt;
R ıx0 ;T x0 ;u
0 ' .t/dt;
R ıx0 ;Sx0 ;u
0 ' .t/dt
#




R ıx0 ;Sx0 ;u
0 ' .t/
#









D 0 for all u 2X .
Therefore x
0 D Sx0 . Thus x0 is the common fixed point of S and T .




















0 D y. 
Example 1. ConsiderX Df1;2;3;4g and define d WXXX!R by d .x;y;´/D
0 for at least two of any x;y;´ are zero and d .x;y;´/D d .y;x;´/D d .´;y;x/ for
x ¤ y ¤ ´ be such that d .1;2;3/D 6;d .1;2;4/D 7;d .1;3;4/D 8;d .2;3;4/D 9:
Then .X;d/ is 2-metric space.
Let T WX !X be defined by T .1/D 2;T .2/D 3;T .3/D 4;T .4/D 1:
Then, clearly the condition of A-contraction
d .T x;Ty;u/ ˛ Œd .x;y;u/ ;d .x;T x;u/ ;d .y;Ty;u/ is not satisfied.
Take x D 1;y D 2 and u D 4 L.H.S of condition becomes d .T .1/ ;T .2/ ;4/ D
d .2;3;4/D 9 and R.H.S is
˛ Œd .1;2;4/ ;d .1;T .1/ ;4/ ;d .2;T .2/ ;4/D ˛ Œ7;7;9 :
Then 9  k:7, this is a contradiction, as k 2 Œ0;1. Hence T is not an A-contraction
and T has no fixed point.
Example 2. Consider 2-metric space as in Example 1, and define
T .1/D 1;T .2/D 1;T .3/D 1;T .4/D 1: Clearly, the map T satisfies all the condi-
tions of Theorem 1, in all cases. Therefore T is an A-contraction.
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